NEWEST COLLECTION AT

SUMMER

LAS VEGAS 2012

HUNTINGTON PARK, CA (June 04, 2012) – NOVA, a leading resource for soft contemporary and simple modern lighting and
home décor designs, will showcase its newest introductions during the July 30 to August 3, 2012 Las Vegas Market. Ranging from
innovative table lamps to dramatic floor and arc designs, Nova’s newest collections will be on view in showroom #A355 in the
World Market Center.
THOMAS COLLECTION
The Thomas Collection, named after the legendary inventor of the electric light bulb, Thomas Edison, combines a classic Edison
light bulb with clean modern design. The oil rubbed bronze finish, charcoal glass and Edison light bulbs are the perfect mix of
classic and contemporary, giving this collection an industrial chic style.
The fusion of industrial and
modern elements appears in the
Thomas 3-Light Arc.
Standing 84” tall with a span
of 48”, this sleek sophisticated
design is accessorized with three
7” diameter x 7”V glass shades
that emit a warm ambient glow.

The Thomas Pendant Lamp
is utilitarian and unforgettable.
The Edison bulb is celebrated
by a simple and striking 10”
diameter x 8”V charcoal glass
shade. Hanging 33”, the
pendant comes with two 12”
extension tubes, to achieve the
desired height.

INWARD ARC LAMP
Simple yet stylish, the Inward 3-Light Arc Lamp
features three concaving 7” diameter x 3”V
chrome glass shades, illuminated by 40W
bulbs. Standing 84” tall with a span of 48”,
the polished chrome body, white marble base
and chrome glass shades provide
a sensational fresh look for any home.

The perfect balance of oil rubbed bronze, charcoal glass and
an oatmeal linen shade brings a sense of warm, industrial
modern sophistication to the Thomas Table Lamp.
Standing 22” high, the lamp features a 100W bulb, 15W T7
night light and a 4-way rotary switch.

ABOUT NOVA
Headquartered in Huntington Park, CA, NOVA Lighting is a leading designer of high quality, larger scale contemporary lighting designs at affordable price
points. Through recent acquisitions and ongoing product development, the company has also expanded its versatile product line to include a complete
lifestyle assortment of home accents and furnishings, including hard-wired fixtures, sculpture, mirrors, clocks, screens and accent furniture. Customers
include top furniture retailers, as well as a growing customer base of specialty retailers, department stores, catalog buyers, e-tailers, mass merchants/
home improvement retailers, lighting showrooms, model home designers and hospitality clients. For more information, visit www.novalamps.com, call
323.277.6266 or write 6323 Maywood Avenue, Huntington Park, CA 90255

